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ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNNERS SCORE AGAIN

Home-based A.A. gunners have not lost their accuracy despite the fact that many

of them have not had much action. In a recent raid on the South-West one bomber

was destroyed by the guns and three were damaged.

Gunners of a Heavy A.A. Battery who had waited eight months for a Nazi plane
to appear were turned out when a scattered force of enemy bombers entered their area.

With their first burst the gunners staggered one plane which was shortly
afterwards shot down by a night fighter and a little later the gunners had the

satisfaction of bringing one down themselves.

This plane was seen by at least eight independent witnesses to lose height

rapidly.

A night fighter pilot, for instance, says that he was just about to attack the

enemy bomber when he saw it hit by A.A. fire, so he turned his attention elsewhere.

Two batteries who had also been waiting months for action against the Nazis also

had success during the same raid.

In one case the gunners had never before fired at a hostile plane - but ever

since they left the initial training camp last July they had longed for a chance.

It came to them when six enemy bombers entered their area, when the guns ceased

firing there was a shower of sparks in the sky and a, red glow as if an object was

falling. There has been no confirmation of the plane crashing but it is known

to have been damaged.

A "possible" success was also the official award to the other battery. Immediately

after the engagement an aircraft appeared, to be in difficulties. The engine was

missing badly and its height decreased rapidly until it could no longer be observed

out at sea. War Office M.O.I. 1.

EXAMINING 100,000 TIRES EVERY DAY

Post Office Rubber Economy Campaign

Post Office van drivers and cyclists examine every day more than 100,000 tyres,

remove any flints, repair cuts, and check inflation pressures said wheel alignments.

It is all part of the rubber saving routine now in force in 300 Post Office garages.

The G.P.O. motor fleet has 18,000 vehicles, end as there are about 20,000 cycles

as well, these steps are bringing about considerable economy in the issue of new tyres.

Worn out covers are collected by Regional Motor Transport Officers,, retreaded if

worth it, or sold as scrap if unserviceable. General Post Office M.O.I 2.

ARMY DRIVE TO SAVE PAPER

It is now a disciplinary offence in the Army to burn, destroy or throw away

waste paper and cardboard.

Secreta and confidential Army documents, which were formerly disposed of by

burning are now being destroyed by pulping under special safeguards.

War Office M.O.I. 3.

BAN ON POLISHED BOOTS FOR HOME GUARDS

All boots issued to Home Guards in future are to be treated with dubbin.

An issue of dubbin has been approved on the scale of 1/4 oz, for each member as

an initial issue, and, thereafter, 1/8 oz for each member a week.

The polishing of boots with blacking will be prohibited after stocks of dubbin

have been received.

It has been pointed out that dubbin not only prolongs the life of boots but

provides a high measure of protection against contamination by gas.

War Office M.O.I. 4.


